In this paper, we study the execution of logic queries in a distributed database environment. We assume that each local database system can execute logic queries, and we design methods for the e cient execution of queries requiring data from multiple sites. Conventional optimization strategies which are well-known in the eld of distributed databases, such as the early evaluation of selection conditions and the clustering of processing to manipulate and exchange large sets of tuples, are rede ned in view of the additional di culties due to logic queries, in particular to recursive rules.
This paper deals with a problem at con uence of these two disciplines. Though processing logic queries in a distributed database is far from the current state of art, we expect that logic programming will be provided as a query language paradigm on advanced database and knowledge-based architectures. Further, we expect them to become intrinsically distributed, especially within LAN's of workstations. Thus, when database systems will support logic programming as a query language, they will also support distribution.
In general, queries on distributed databases require exchange of data between sites. Distributed query optimization attempts minimizing the cost of local processing and of data transmission. One important criterion of this optimization states that it is better clustering a large amount of computations at one site before transferring data between sites, with a set-oriented approach 10], rather than transferring individual tuples between sites. Another important criterion states that selection conditions should be evaluated as soon as possible in order to reduce the size of intermediate relations produced by the computation.
Special techniques, such as semi-joins, enable the reduction of join operands. Remember, that the goal of a semi-join is to get all tuples from a relation R that participate in the join with another relation S R. < S = R (R./S) = R./ R \ S (S) where R and R \ S in the projections refer to sets of attributes. An overview over various approaches to construct semi-join programs can be found e.g. in 11] .
As a result of distributed query optimization, the system produces a query execution plan, which consists of several local programs (i.e., programs that can be executed at one site), of their synchronization through control messages, and of the required data transmissions between sites.
Also in the optimization of logic programs, the early evaluation of selection conditions is fundamental. Methods such as magic sets ( 12] , 13]) or counting ( 14] , 15]) have been designed in order to propagate bindings due to constant arguments in the goals. The above methods, however, do not necessarily produce a set-oriented computation, when we assume that database relations be distributed over di erent sites. In this paper, we present methods for rewriting logic programs over a distributed, relational database into a collection of logic programs, each to be executed at one site, and of data transmission between sites. We combine the strategies developed for the optimization of both logic and distributed queries. Thus, we use methods inspired by recursive query processing for propagating goal bindings, but at the same time we use methods inspired by distributed query processing in order to generate large, set-oriented local programs that can be executed at one site.
A fundamental property of distributed databases is distribution transparency. By virtue of distribution transparency, programs need not to indicate the location of relations. Further, database relations may be fragmented. A second property, called fragmentation transparency, holds when programs need not to indicate the structure of fragments of relations 10] . In this paper, we assume distribution and fragmentation transparency of logic programs. Though we do not concentrate much e orts on this issue, we show that logic programming is appropriate for de ning fragmentation, and that rule composition may be used to transform user's programs.
B. Architecture
Our general approach to the translation and optimization of a distributed logic query is shown in Fig. 1 . The initial logic program LP 0 and the initial goal G 0 are submitted at the query's site of origin. In principle, it is possible that the program LP 0 be itself distributed, by assuming that rules of LP 0 be stored at several sites. In this case, a preliminary search of the rule base has to be performed in order to assemble the rules which are required for computing the goal G 0 . We assume that all rules relevant to a query be assembled prior to data retrieval. This is consistent with the standard computation of queries in distributed databases, where global plans are built prior to query execution. 1 The rst transformation, called Fragment Composition, uses the Fragmentation Rules in order to translate the logic program LP 0 and goal G 0 , both expressed using relations, into the logic program LP f and goal G f , both expressed using fragments. The pairs (LP 0 ; G 0 ) and (LP f ; G f ) are equivalent, in the sense that the goals G 0 and G f evaluate the same tuples. 2 Fragment composition is responsible for several important optimizations, aiming at including into LP f only those fragments which 1 An interesting approach is writing predicate names as \system wide names" (see 10] , 16]), thus including the notion of their current storage location (or of their birth location). Dictionary information for rules would be organized exactly in the same way as dictionary information for tables. In particular, rules would be located during query compilation and retrieved to the site of origin of the query in the same way as catalog information is assembled prior to query compilation. 2 Note that in a fragmented database relations are indeed abstractions build from fragments, while fragments are physically stored. Thus, we cannot evaluate G 0 on LP 0 , unless we rst collect all fragments of relations. This corresponds to materializing a relation, see 10]. . Indeed, fragment composition is not a di cult transformation, and belongs to the state-of-art of distributed database concepts. Thus, we brie y exemplify fragment composition in Section B., without focusing much on it. After this transformation, we can regard each fragment included into LP f as an individual data collection, since the semantics of fragmentation is fully captured by the transformation. Obviously, fragment composition is omitted if the initial database is not fragmented. The second transformation, called Logical Optimization, is responsible for translating G f and LP f into a collection of logic programs. The output of this transformation consists of three components:
A set of small logic programs LP red , each of which applies to one individual fragment referenced in LP f , and extracts the tuples which are relevant to the computation. In general, rules within LP red are mutually recursive. This happens because, in order to determine relevant tuples of fragment F k , it is required to know relevant tuples of fragments F h , and vice-versa. Globally, these programs build an envelope, which encloses all relevant data to compute the answer to the goal (see 17]). The evaluation of each LP f is set-oriented (where possible).
A logic program LP c and a goal G c such that the pairs (LP f ; Q F ) and (LP c ; Q c ) are equivalent, and LP c uses the reduced fragments evaluated by LP red . Programs LP red may be considered as specialized in the retrieval of relevant tuples from one speci c fragment. They are executed at the storage site of each fragment, where they in fact operate as dedicated database servers. Their evaluation takes place by transmitting data among the various sites of the distributed database. The evaluation of LP c is eventually done at a single site, called the collecting site, where all reduced fragments are sent once computed by the servers. Eventually, the answer to G c is sent to the site of origin of the query (this transmission is obviously omitted if the collecting site and the site of origin are the same).
This paper is mostly concerned with Logical Optimization. Sections III. and IV. indicate how to build special programs LP red called Reducers and Generalized Reducers respectively. A nal step, called Physical Optimization, is concerned with copy selection (when fragments are replicated), with the determination of the collecting site, and with the e cient execution of LP red at each involved site and of LP c at the collecting site. In fact, as we will present various methods for logical optimization, this step is also responsible of selecting the best logical optimization method. Further, physical optimization is also responsible of selecting between the best logical strategy and the direct execution of G f on LP f . Though unlikely, we cannot in fact exclude that logically optimized programs be more expensive to execute, as cost evaluation is strongly related to the choice of a particular cost model. We will make some comparisons using some simple computation and communication primitives in Section C..
In this paper, we are neither concerned with a cost model, nor with physical optimization issues. However, we describe, in Section V., a model of computation that can be used for the distributed execution of logic programs. In particular we include into the model a termination procedure, which has several advantages over previous algorithms. Note that the model of computation developed in Section V. applies to any logic program operating over distributed data, and indeed can be applied for the evaluation of the various LP f , or else can be applied directly to (L f ; G f ).
C. Outline
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II. we present preliminary steps for assembling the set of rules relevant to a given user's query, an initial logic program, and a database fragmentation.
Section III. presents a query rewriting method for building precedence reducers of predicates within strong components. A precedence reducer uses all sideway information passing directly propagated from the initial query bindings. Full Reducers uses constraints also from subsequent subgoals in order to maximally reduce the size of intermediate relations; full reducers in relational algebra are described in 18]. Section III. also introduces the notion of essential reducers. If the reduction is essential, then reduced relations are capable of producing the answer to the initial query through simple selections and projections. We also indicate the class of queries that have an essential reducer.
Finally, Section IV. presents generalized reducers. This notion is an extension of precedence reducer programs allowing additional information to be passed along. Generalized reducers extend ideas from non-recursive distributed database research ( 19] ) to the recursive case. Using counting and other indices we can construct reducer programs that are essential.
Section V. shows how to evaluate recursive queries distributedly by a set of parallel processes at various sites. Resulting intermediate tuples are assembled into messages and transmitted between the various sites. A termination protocol ensures that the distributed computation is halted when a xed point is reached. We also compare the various reducer-based approaches with a simple data ow approach (along the direction of 20]) and sequential evaluation. Some trade-o considerations are sketched.
Finally, we describe some previous work in section VI. and present our conclusions and planned extensions in section VII..
In the appendix we describe reducer programs for a simpli ed company database.
II. Preliminaries
In the next paragraph we will de ne some notations used in the rest of this paper. For a more general introduction to recursive logic programs see 21]. Additionally we show how to describe fragmentation in a distributed database using non-recursive logic rules. After these preliminaries we will be able to concentrate on the logical optimization and execution strategies assuming fragmentation transparency.
A. Notations De nition 1 (Logic Program LP) A logic program LP consists of rules r i including only recursive predicates, non-recursively derived or base predicates.
In the following we will never mention non-recursively derived predicates as a special class. Usually they are treated in the same way as recursive predicates.
We make the additional assumption that all literals in a rule are connected to each other. Therefore the ow of bindings from the query reaches each literal in the body. If some predicates were not connected to the head, they would not be considered by an information passing strategy, which tries to propagate bindings from the head literal to the literals in the body of a query. ) is the input literal obtained by restricting the arguments of p to the bound ones and p f (X f ) is the output literal obtained by restricting the arguments to the free ones.
B. Fragmentation
As mentioned in section B., fragmentation of logic programs is rather easy to describe. We will therefore describe shortly the modeling and optimization of fragment composition using non-recursive logic rules and assume fragmentation transparency in the chapters that follow. The concepts used here are closely related to the ones used in 10]. The In this section we will de ne the concept of Precedence Sideways Information Passing (P-SIP) Rules. These P-SIP rules extend the notion of SIP rules de ned in 13], describing an e cient and | barring any physical considerations | optimal information passing strategy in a logic rule and (recursively) in a logic program, depending on the query pattern. with the head literal h(X) and a set of body literals B(r). We will denote by h b (X b ) the part with only the bound arguments of the head literal, by h f (X f ) the free part of the head literal and by Q(Ỹ : C) the query with the bindings C.X andỸ are arbitrary vectors of arguments.
De nition 4 (Precedence
We de ne precedence sideways information passing rules (P-SIP rules) to indicate the evaluation order of the literals in B(r) and the resulting information ow inside a rule r. We need one P-SIP rule set for each pattern of bound arguments in the head literal h(X) leading to a di erent h b (X b ). However, depending on a given query pattern and the invocation patterns from other rules, only a subset of these P-SIP rule sets is actually used. where N is a set of literals (q 1 (X 1 ); : : :; q n (X n )) (the tail set literals), p(X) is a single literal (the head set literal) and X are the variables, whose bindings are propagated from the literals of N to p(X).
The meaning of such a P-SIP rule is that p(X) is evaluated i all literals in N have already been evaluated. Before evaluating p(X), the bindings of all variables occurring in the literals of N are propagated to p(X). We denote this evaluation order by the relation . The relation q(Ỹ ) p(X) is true i q(Ỹ ) has to be evaluated before p(X).
The literals used in the P-SIP rules for a logic rule r are members of the set S where
Several occurrences of a predicate in the body of a rule are distinguished by the di erent variables in these literals.
The placement of literals in a P-SIP rule obeys some restrictions:
1. The query Q(Ỹ : C) occurs only in the special P-SIP rule
denoting the information ow of the bindings C in the query to the head h(X) of a rule uni able with Q. As the query predicate is always the same as the head literal in this P-SIP rule we omit the query predicate in our examples and will just write A total information passing strategy occurs when the variables in X are exactly those that appear both in a literal of N and in p(X). In the following of this paper we assume total information passing and therefore we drop the label X, that can be reconstructed in a unique way. The P-SIP rules are non-redundant as each literal of N includes at least one variable also occurring in p(X). If a literal of N does not contribute any new variables to X, we can omit it.
The P-SIP rules are complete, in the sense that an already evaluated literal q(Ỹ ), which includes at least one variable of p(X) not included in another literal in N, is included in N of a P-SIP rule N! X p(X). Due to this completeness condition, a given literal only occurs once at the head of a P-SIP rule.
The relation has to be acyclic. Otherwise two literals would make an inconsistent cyclic assumption about the evaluation order, i.e., each literal would wait for the other one to be evaluated, resulting in a deadlock situation.
These de nitions try to capture the concept of optimality for a sideways information passing strategy. Using P-SIP rules, the query constraint information propagated through the already evaluated literals constrains the evaluation of a further literal as much as possible. Of course, we can still choose between di erent possible P-SIP rule sets to adapt to varying assumptions about the physical properties of the relations (cardinality, selectivity, location, etc.)
Another variant of complete P-SIP rules are the so-called join-complete P-SIP rules. These P-SIP rule include all those literals q i (X i ) in their tail set N, which have either a variable in common with the head literal p(X) or with another tail set literal q j (X j ) 2 N and where q i (X i ) 6 q j (X j ). Join-complete P-SIP rules therefore may be redundant in the sense de ned above, but also use the join information between the di erent literals in the rule body and not only the query constraint information to restrict the base literals. Although these variant of P-SIP rules can propagate more information than complete P-SIP rules, the predicates are more interconnected in these cases which represents a disadvantage in a distributed environment. However, all concepts described later in this paper can also be rather easily adapted to work with join-complete P-SIP rules.
Previous work on this topic includes the notion of full SIP's in 13] which are more general than P-SIP rules and the \greedy" information passing strategy in 20], which is more restricted than our P-SIP rule concept (and uses join-complete constraint propagation). In general, our P-SIP rules can be seen as a specialization of the general SIP rules de ned in 13] (having to obey the constraints of totality, non-redundancy and completeness and including rules describing the ow from query to head and from body back to head (to h f )). However, we will use them di erently, not to construct magic sets (i.e. to constrain the recursive predicates), but to reduce (distributed) base relations before computing the recursive relations.
De nition 5 (Adorned P-SIP Rules) Using the information passing strategy de ned by a P-SIP rule set, we adorn all literals in the P-SIP rules in the obvious way. As always, the adornment of a literal L is a sequence of the letters b for bound and f for free, where each letter stands for an argument a i of L.
The adornment of a literal is de ned by the one P-SIP rule, where this literal occurs as head literal. If the variables of an a i are all bound by this P-SIP rule (i.e. included in X), we write the letter b at this position, else we write f. The free part of the head literal of a rule (h f (X f )) is the only special case, as it inherits the adornment of its bound counterpart h b (X b ).
Additionally, similar to the head literal of a rule, we substitute all occurrences of recursive predicates by their input and output parts.
We split each recursive literal rp(X) into its input part rp b (X b ) and its output part rp f (X f ) according to its adornment. Input and output part share no common variables. We have already used the same distinction for the head literal of our rules. Therefore an occurrence of a recursive literal rp at the head of a P-SIP arrow (!) is substituted with its corresponding rp b literal and each occurrence of rp at the tail of an arrow with rp f .
This view emphasizes recursive predicates as mere transfer nodes with no correspondence between input and output of such a node. Of course we loose information by this transformation, but we will now be able to obtain reduced base relations without computing the recursive predicates itself (see section D.). This view also implies that we do not have to distinguish between di erent occurrences of the same recursive literals.
The adornment is further important for writing the names of the variables in the tail set literals of basic predicates. Only free variables are written using their names, bound variables are written as nameless variables (except in h b (X b )). This corresponds to the initial goal to only propagate query constraints, but no join information.
We can therefore formulate the following algorithm de ning a P-SIP rule set with non-redundant and complete P-SIP rules for a given logic rule. (6) P-SIP-rule 1 models the information ow from the query to the head of the rule. P-SIP-rule 6 shows the instantiation of the free variables of the head literal, after all body literals have been evaluated.
Note the constraints imposed by our de nition of P-SIP rules:
The literal p b (X; Y ) is necessary in rule 3 to make it complete. The literal b( ; ; Z; ) which shares a variable with the head of rule 4 is nevertheless not allowed, as it is redundant. If we would propagate only the bindings of X and Z in rule 3, we would not have a total P-SIP rule.
Using join-complete P-SIP rules, we would include a bf f (X; ; Z) in rule 3, and use the tail set literals a bf f (X; W; Z) and b bbbf (X; ; Z; ) in rule 4. Other P-SIP rule sets might be preferable, depending on the cardinality of the relations or the selectivity of the bound arguments. The \greedy" strategy described in 20] evaluates those relations rst which have the most bound arguments and uses join-complete P-SIP rules. This leads to another possible set of P-SIP rules, where the rule 4 is substituted by its join-complete P-SIP rule as described above, and the rules 2 and 3 are replaced by the following two rules: In section A. we have de ned the notion of P-SIP rules for one logic rule. In this section we will extend this de nition to more than one rule, allowing us to describe the data ow behavior between di erent rules. Note that if the recursion leads to di erent instantiations of the head of a recursive rule, then we also get more than one P-SIP rule set.
As before, all literals occurring in the given rules have to be di erentiated. If we have more than one rule, literals cannot be distinguished by their variable names anymore and we have to use additional indices to distinguish otherwise similar literals. We do not have to distinguish between recursive literals with the same adornment, as they are partitioned in bound and free parts and are only used to connect the base predicate literals.
The following example shows the de nition for the non-stable same generation predicate. We have four P-SIP rule sets, originating from two di erent instantiations of the recursive and the non-recursive rule.
We use the adornment of the base literals to distinguish between the di erent literals. This is possible, as they are unique for each base literal of a certain predicate. In order to minimize the transfer of tuples between di erent nodes we develop the notion of reducer programs which are able to reduce the size of the base relations used during the evaluation of a recursive query.
We start from a logic program LP 0 including a query Q. LP 0 operates on base relations p i . An information passing strategy is de ned by a set of P-SIP rules, which can be transformed into base P-SIP rules (bP-SIP rules) including only base predicates.
These bP-SIP rules are used to produce a reducer program LP red . Evaluating LP red computes the reduced relations p 0 i . In a second evaluation step we evaluate a complement logic program LP c , derived from LP 0 , operating on the reduced base relations p 0 i . Both LP 0 and LP c have the same answers for Q, but LP c uses smaller relations than LP 0 which is important in a distributed environment.
Such an optimization step prior to the actual computation of the desired relations is similar in spirit to the semi-join technique used in ordinary relational databases ( 22] , 23], 19]) and our work extends and generalizes the concepts of semi-join reducer programs well known in distributed databases for non-recursive relations to the recursive case. We will also give corresponding de nitions for full reducers and generalized semi-join reducers. For the basic de nitions of semi-join theory the reader is referred to 10].
Note that, in contrast to the magic set strategy (see 12] and 13]), in a distributed database it is not su cient to restrict the recursive predicates, as we have to transmit base relations to remote sites. Also, because of our two phase evaluation strategy, recursive predicates must not occur in the reducer program. The results of these predicates are computed during the second phase and are therefore not available for the evaluation of the reducer program. Although
In the strict sense as de ned above we had to construct the recursion itself in order to get fully reduced base relations. Even if we de ne a weaker notion of a full reducer program in the sense of 18] (such that it can be constructed without computing the recursive relation) all base relations have to be used to get a full reduction of another base relation. Thus, either all base relations are located on one node, or we cannot give a bound independent of the size of the base relations for the number of messages between the nodes.
We therefore de ne the more pragmatically oriented notion of precedence reducer programs which utilizes the P-SIP rule formalism de ned in section A.. 
De nition 9 (Precedence

D. Constructing Precedence Reducer Programs
In this section we describe how to transform a set of P-SIP rules into a reducer program, minimizing the size of the base relations needed for evaluating the logic program.
The construction of a precedence reducer program from the P-SIP rules de ned in the previous section is relatively straightforward. The main constraint is that we do not allow occurrences of recursive predicates in the reducer program LP red . This would require the (partial) evaluation of recursive predicates, intermingling both semi-join optimization and actual query evaluation in a way that makes set-oriented processing impossible.
We therefore de ne a transformation algorithm from our original P-SIP rules to so-called bP-SIP rules (base P-SIP rules) which include only literals corresponding to base relations or the query constraint.
Algorithm 2 Transformation of P-SIP rules to bP-SIP rules:
We substitute the tail sets T i of all P-SIP rules with a head literal corresponding to a base relation by their transitive closure consisting only of base literals.
1. For each base literal occurring as head of a P-SIP rule do the following transformation of this rule into bP-SIP rules: 2. Start with the tail set of the P-SIP rule. 3. In this set expand all occurrences of recursive predicates recursively into base predicates according to the de ned P-SIP rules. One expansion step substitutes a recursive literal RP by the tail set of a P-SIP rule having RP as head literal. Several expansion possibilities lead to several branches providing (di erent) solutions. 4. The \solution" of a recursive literal is a set of literals containing only base predicates, no recursive ones. These solutions are cached for each recursive literal. 5. Do not expand recursive literals already encountered, but suspend them. We can now easily transform a set of bP-SIP rules into a precedence reducer program in Prolog notation.
Algorithm 3 Produce a precedence reducer program starting from the bP-SIP rules. Another example is given in section E..
E. Further Properties of Reducer Programs
The most interesting classes of reducers are Precedence Reducers: They use all available information from the query constraint (according to a precedence information passing strategy) to restrict the base relations. We have de ned them in section D.. Essential Reducers: They compute already all answers to the original program. The second phase (the query evaluation) is not needed any more, the answers can be found by evaluating a relational algebra expression over the reduced relations. LP c is derived from LP 0 by substituting the initial relations with the reduced relations. Full or Bound Set-Oriented Reducers: The reduction of most or all base relations can be computed locally on one node without needing an unbounded number of messages from other nodes. We will formally de ne the second and third classes and their properties in the following. While we refer to 26] for an exact de nition of one-sided recursions, informally these recursions are de ned as follows: If we expand a recursive predicate t de ned by a one-sided recursion (i.e. compute the set of all conjunctions of EDB predicates that can be generated by some sequence of rule applications beginning with applying some rule to t) then only one connected set exists after removing the predicate instances produced by the nonrecursive rule. An important special case are transitive closures.
De nition 11 (Essential
Proof: Note that an essential precedence reducer program does not use any additional information other than the occurrence of tuples while evaluating a derived relation. In this respect in corresponds to a left-to-right evaluation algorithm as described in 26]. As shown in 26] (lemma 4.1) such an algorithm is su cient to evaluate the derived predicate, if it has been de ned using a one-sided recursion. LP red can therefore completely evaluate the recursive relation.
However, this class of algorithms is not su cient for more complex de nitions (e.g. two-sided recursions, 26] (lemma 4.2)). Thus, if we do not have a one-sided recursion, we have to use an additional logic program (LP c ), to completely evaluate the recursive predicate.
To de ne the various amounts of set-orientedness of a reducer program we use the ordering relation de ned by a given set of bP-SIP rules.
De nition 12 (Ordering Relation ) Similar to the relation which was de ned by the P-SIP rules, a set of bP-SIP rules de nes a relation over the base literals. This relation de nes equivalence classes between di erent literals, where p i p j and p j p i lead to p i p j , i.e. p i and p j lie in the same equivalence class.
These equivalence classes will be used to de ne the degree of set-orientedness of a reducer program. De nition 14 (Bounded Set-Oriented Reducer Programs) A bounded set-oriented reducer program is a reducer program, where at least one equivalence class de ned by has more than one member, but we have more than one equivalence class and there is no equivalence class which includes all base relations.
If for each equivalence class all base predicates included are allocated on the same node, than only a bounded number of messages is necessary between the di erent nodes (as in the fully set-oriented case).
Example 8 The unstable same generation program used in example 3 has only two equivalence classes ((u d); (f) ).
De nition 15 (Unbounded Set-Oriented Reducer Programs)
An unbounded set-oriented program is a reducer program, which has at least one equivalence class including literals from each base predicate.
Theorem 2 Non-linear recursive programs (i.e. programs which have more than one subgoal which is mutually recursive with the head literal) have always unbounded setoriented reducer programs, if de ne the information passing strategy using precedence SIP rules. ?? sg(X; Y ); X = a: Using the obvious P-SIP rules, we can show that all base predicates are in one equivalence class. As this program is the prototype for a simple non-linear recursion, more complex recursions also allow only unbounded set-oriented reducer programs.
IV. Generalized Reducers
As described in the previous section it is advantageous to build essential reducers. Such reducer programs do not need a nal evaluation step on the reduced relations as they have already found all answers (up to relational algebra operations). Unfortunately, essential precedence reducers are only possible for a very restricted class of logic programs (transitive closures).
Similar to non-recursive distributed databases where we can avoid loops to compute full reducers by so-called generalized semi-joins, we can extend the notion of reducers to make essential reducers possible for a larger class of programs. This involves sending more information around but saves the nal evaluation step of the query evaluation. In contrast to 19], the added attributes store query derivation structures using indices and counters and not arguments from other base relations.
Depending on which method is used, we can construct generalized reducers for di erent classes of recursive rules.
Counting reducers can handle acyclic, linear recursive programs with one recursive rule.
Generalized counting reducers are able to process acyclic, non-linear recursive programs with more than one rule. In general, the additional information needed grows with the complexity of the recursions used in a logic program. If we want to handle the general case, we have to account for the following properties: recursion depth number of rule applied number of occurrence of recursive predicate expanded cycle detection To adapt the counting methods for distributed processing in our framework, the main di erence to observe is that ordinary counters are attached to the recursive predicates (see 13], 9]), while they have to be attached to the tuples of the reduced base relations in the distributed case.
In the following sections we will describe the implementation of generalized reducers using an additional counting index to generate essential reducers for linear rules. The extension to other data structures and other indexing methods like those used by the generalized counting method seems rather straightforward, but needs more complex counting arguments. It remains to be seen, however, if more complex recursions allow set-oriented reducer-based evaluation.
A. Linear Rules
We will de ne counting precedence SIP rules (cP-SIP rules) similar to bP-SIP rules to construct counting reducer programs for linear logic programs. The main di erence will be an additional counter argument in the rules. As with bP-SIP rules, cP-SIP rules do only include base relations or the query constraint.
Algorithm 4 Transformation of P-SIP rules to cP-SIP rules:
The tail sets T i of all P-SIP rules with a base predicate head literal will be substituted by their transitive closure closure(T i ). However, we will add an additional counter argument which changes as follows:
1. Add a counting argument to each literal in the P-SIP rules, using the same instantiation in all literals of a P-SIP rules. 2. Expand the recursive literals as described in algorithm 2 for the bP-SIP rules.
Change the counting argument as follows (we will use the successor function s(N) to increment or decrement the counter):
(a) If we substitute the head literal h b (X b ; s(N)) by some tail set, the counting argument is decremented in each of the new literals to N except in literals corresponding to the query constraint. While generalized reducer programs have the same set-oriented characteristics than precedence reducer based programs, they are essential for a larger class than precedence reducer programs. In particular we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3 Generalized counting reducer programs as de ned by algorithm 4 are essential for arbitrary linear recursive programs.
Proof: Algorithm 4 uses the same basic principle as the counting method described in 27]. The scope of this kind of transformation algorithm has already been shown to be the set of linear recursive rules.
It may be remarked that this similarity between the counting method for sequential evaluation (as described for example in 27]) and our counting reducer programs for a distributed environment shows the easy applicability of the counting principle also for distributed databases (at least for linear recursive queries). In contrast, the magic set method has to be changed substantially to lead to the precedence reducer programs presented in this paper.
1) Linear Stable Rules:
Example 9 The following example shows an essential counting reducer for the stable same generation program. The logic program as well as the corresponding P-SIP rules are the same as in example 4. As the reducer is essential the nal query Q c consists only of two selections and can be derived from the P-SIP rule for sg 
V. Evaluation, Termination and Costs
Using the concepts de ned in this paper we can distinguish two phases of execution: 1. In the rst evaluation phase the reduced relations are computed in a distributed way according to the reducer programs. This corresponds to semi-join evaluation in a conventional relational database. During this computation, only the needed projections of the reduced relations are sent around. 2. After the termination of the reducer programs, the reduced relations are transferred to a common node. There a non-distributed recursive query processing strategy is run on the reduced relations. If we use generalized reducer programs, the second phase reduces to the evaluation of a relational algebra operation on the appropriate reduced relations. We will describe parallel processes to evaluate the logic programs on several nodes. Additionally we introduce a termination protocol for these processes, which has several advantages over existing strategies. Finally we compare the costs of our evaluation strategy with data ow and sequential algorithms, and show a detailed cost analysis for these methods on the same generation example. We make the following assumption about the transportation of messages on the network: If a message m i is sent earlier than a message m j on the same communication path, then m i is received earlier than m j in all cases.
To nd the nodes, which initiate the termination protocol, we de ne the notion of spanning communication trees and terminal consumer nodes.
De nition 17 (Spanning Communication Trees) We can construct spanning communication trees beginning from a node traveling against the edges of the communication graph. If an edge leads to a node already present in the spanning tree, it is deleted and the tree construction stops at this point.
De nition 18 (Terminal Consumer Set) The terminal consumer set is the minimal set of nodes which are the roots of a set of spanning communication trees covering all nodes of the network.
The termination protocol is started by the termination process connected to the evaluation process on a terminal consumer node, after the evaluation process does not get new tuples for a pre-speci ed amount of time. This is not speci ed in the termination procedures in section B., but can be easily implemented with some sort of timeout mechanism.
The spanning communication tree is not constructed statically before evaluation (although the possible trees need to be considered to determine the terminal consumer set). During the termination protocol, the spanning trees are constructed dynamically using an appropriate data structure for cycle detection.
B. Evaluation and Termination
The termination protocol implemented lead to two di erent types of processes. The main process type \evaluator" is running at each node. It processes both new tuples and protocol messages. A special additional process \initiator" runs at each terminal consumer node which initiates the termination protocol.
In the following, we describe the data structures and variables used in the evaluator process. The initiator process uses the same data structures or simpli ed versions thereof.
timestamp: uniquely identi es a protocol message waiting: is a set of tuples (sender,timestamp), which is used to store the pending nish? requests. A tuple (s,ts) is included upon receiving a nish? request and deleted after sending an answer to the sender. Protocol messages belonging to already deleted requests are discarded. previous messages: is a set of timestamps which is used to check for cycles. If a second nish? message with the same timestamp is encountered, it is answered idle! in any case. This is possible because a busy! answer to the rst one will mask any other idle! message sent. recipient: is an array-like data structure which monitors for each nish? request the incoming answers of the feeder nodes. It is initialized to all feeder nodes before sending a nish? message to them. If an outstanding idle! message is received, its sender is removed from recipient ts]. If recipient ts] becomes empty and the nish? request is still pending, it can be answered with idle!. We assume that a process receives a set of new result tuples and evaluates its logic program in the rst part of the message processing loop. Therefore it only processes new protocol messages, if it is currently idle. If it has to process new tuples or receives a busy message before having received all idle! messages from its feeders, it answers busy!, no matter which answer messages it receives afterwards. An additional process \initiator" is responsible for starting the termination protocol. After initiating the termination protocol by sending nish? requests to its feeder nodes, it waits for the answers. Its waiting loop is either executed after receiving all outstanding idle! messages or a busy message. The end procedure is executed if the termination protocol succeeds. What exactly is done depends on the environment. If the termination protocol succeeds the computation is nished in the whole part of the network controlled by the terminal consumer node.
Several strata might be used in the network, in order to use negation or to simply serialize the evaluation in di erent strong components. In this case, the termination protocol is run serially in the di erent strata. procedure initiator; (* piece of code, which initiates the termination protocol *) get timestamp(curr ts); recipient := all descendants(self); for each n in recipient do send(n, In 20] a termination algorithm is described in the context of a tuple-oriented distributed strategy to evaluate recursive queries. While some of his ideas are similarly to ours, the following main di erences can be observed between these two termination algorithms:
Spanning trees in 20] are de ned only for strong components which is a special case of our de nition (using appropriate strata). Spanning tree are implemented statically while ours are implemented dynamically by cycle detection. This makes our algorithm more adaptable to load conditions and also in uences the possibility to use a one-phase protocol (see below). Due to the assumption that messages are delivered in the order they are sent and the dynamic construction of the spanning communication trees using cycle detection we are able to use a one-phase protocol for termination while 20] needs to implement a two-phase protocol.
C. Comparing Di erent Execution Strategies
In this subsection, we compare di erent execution strategies with our reducer based one. In section 1) we describe the main di erences of optimization strategies in a distributed and a non-distributed environment. Section 2) speci cally compares the approach described in 20] with our approach.
1) Distributed and Non-Distributed Evaluation: In recursive query processing we can distinguish between methods using dynamic and static evaluation. Top-down recursive query processing methods can be seen as dynamic evaluators, as they determine necessary recursive subgoals during processing. Preprocessing methods like the magic set method can be seen as static evaluators, as they determine the set of necessary subgoals before the evaluation. Among other things, static evaluation has generally more possibilities for set-oriented optimization and in many cases less overhead.
A similar distinction can be made in the case of distributed recursive query processing. Tuple-oriented data ow evaluation ( 20] ) dynamically determines the necessary semijoins of the base relations by sending bound arguments to the appropriate nodes for selecting the needed tuples and sending the results back. Explicit semijoin optimization as we have described it in this paper tries to compute the necessary reduced relations (by evaluating the reducer programs) before processing the original query on the reduced relations.
The main advantage due to the semi-join approach is the ability to exploit the set-oriented behavior with explicit semijoin optimization. The amount of set-oriented processing is however dependent on the structure of the logic program. An obvious class in which reducer-based computation should be used is the class of linear queries.
Using the semi-join techniques described in this paper, we can reduce the base relations before processing the recursive relation. Depending on the class of the logic program and the semi-join technique used (precedence or generalized reducer) we save communication overhead by set-oriented processing but we pay possibly increased computation costs. However, the set-oriented processing reduces the communication and retrieval overhead in contrast to tuple-oriented processing.
Semijoin optimization in conventional databases su ers sometimes from the fact that it cannot fully reduce the base relations; this occurs also with reducer based methods for most logic programs. Using precedence reducer programs, full reduction (essentiality) can be guaranteed only for transitive closure type queries. This mirrors the language theoretic di erence between regular grammars (corresponding to transitive closure) and context free grammars.
On the other hand generalized reducers are able to fully reduce arbitrary linear recursive programs due to the additional information they carry. Generalized reducer based computation even compares favorably due non-distributed evaluation as no more computation has to be done in the distributed case. The construction of the generalized reduced relations already provides the results for the original query up to a linear algebra operation.
2) Data ow and Reducer-Based Computation: A method using tupleoriented data ow evaluation has been presented in 20] (DFG); with that method, the selection of needed base tuples is done in the course of the evaluation. This can be seen as corresponding to a dynamic (tuple-oriented) evaluation of the semijoin, which is intermingled with the evaluation of the recursive relation.
Comparing our generalized reducer based computation (GSJ) to a data ow oriented evaluation along the lines of 20] even less data has to be transferred; moreover, data transfers are set-oriented. Of course the described counting reducers are only applicable for a restricted class of rules compared to 20].
Let SJ represent our semi-join approach, GSJ represent generalized semi-joins, and DFG represent the data ow approach of 20]. Summarized, we have the following qualitative di erences:
The message overhead of many small messages (DFG) is larger than that of few large ones (SJ). Tuple-oriented database queries (DFG) are less e cient than maximallybatched queries (SJ). The set of tuple-messages transferred (DFG) is generally smaller than the projected base relation reductions (SJ) using precedence reducers. The generalized reducers method (GSJ) reduces the communication overhead compared to the (DFG) approach, while still allowing set-oriented processing.
Due to the additional semijoin reduction computation, overhead due to computing database operations is usually larger in (SJ) than in (DFG). The overhead due to generalized reducers (GSJ) is instead quite comparable to that of (DFG 
VI. Previous Related Work
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this paper, previous related work belongs to several elds, especially recursive query processing, distributed and parallel evaluation of queries.
The prototype of bottom-up recursive query processing techniques is the magic set method, which has rst been described in 12] and 13]. The description of sideways information passing strategies in this paper have been inspired by the de nitions used in 13] and can be seen as a spezialization of these original de nitions, however with another goal (i.e. reducing distributing base relations before computing the recursive relations).
Variants of the magic set method have been described in many other papers on this subject. While several of the extensions dealt with more complex than linear recursive queries, two other papers have simpli ed the magic set idea to produce magic envelopes ( 28] , 29]). The idea used in these papers was to minimize the complexity of the magic set rules in order to minimize computation overhead. This \regularization" of the magic set rules has been discussed rst in 28] and implemented in 29]. Precedence reducer programs implement a similar idea (cmp. the splitting of recursive predicates into bound and free part) to allow set-oriented processing and to compute the magic set completely (as good as possible) before computing the recursive relations.
On the other hand, we have adapted several ideas from the area of distributed query optimization, especially from semi-join theory ( 22] , 23]) and generalized semijoins ( 19] ).
An earlier approach de ning magic semi-joins has been described in 18]. In this paper a new algebraic operation (magic semi-join) was de ned and used for the semijoin reduction of stable recursive linear rules ( 30] ). We generalize this work in the current paper for arbitrary recursive Datalog rules using a logic approach which seems more suitable for general recursions.
Earlier work has proposed parallel architectures for evaluating logic queries 31], but parallelism was used for enhancing the speed of retrieval from a large, single-site database. Data ow models of computation have been also proposed 20], but in that approach the ow of the computation was dictated by the structure of goals and rules to be computed; a similar approach is taken in 32]. Instead, in distributed databases execution strategies should be dictated by the actual data distribution.
Recent work ( 33] , 34]) has addressed the parallel computation of special-format queries (such as transitive closures or shortest paths) over fragments of relations using a technique called disconnection set approach. Other work concerned with the parallel computation of transitive closure queries includes 35] and 36].
Parallel processing using a large number of processors has been described in 37] and 38]. These papers are concerned with the theoretical parallel complexity of recursive programs. Programs included in the NC complexity class run in logarithmic time, but require polynomially many processors in the size of the database. Note that our work is di erent from most previous work on distributed query processing, which tries to parallelize the evaluation of a logic program by dividing the work between many processors depending on the logic program. This paper is oriented towards distributed execution of a logic program in a distributed database environment, where the distribution is more or less given by the allocation of the base relations to the di erent nodes. So our computation is more data-distributed than evaluationdistributed.
Recent work ( 39] , 40], 41]) has tried to cover a middle ground using a large, but constant number of processors. One of the main goals of this work is to investigate partitioning the rule instantiations in a bottom-up evaluation in order to get non-redundant parallel evaluations with not too much communication overhead. In contrast to our approach fragments and/or base relations may be distributed according to a given parallelization strategy and the number of processors available.
Finally, work in the Prolog community has lead to several parallel implementations of Prolog, many of which are described in 42]. Similar to conventional Prolog systems they rely on a top-down, tuple-oriented evaluation of the logic programs.
VII. Conclusion
We have studied the execution of queries over recursively de ned logic relations in a distributed environment. Starting with optimization concepts used in non-recursive distributed databases we have developed an optimization and execution strategy performing recursive query evaluation as set-orientedly as possible. Precedence and gen-eralized reducer programs have been described and their formal properties discussed. An evaluation strategy was designed implementing the described algorithms.
As we are concerned with large sets of data, much of our results concern the possibilities for set-oriented processing in such a distributed environment. We consider tuple-oriented processing not e cient enough for such an environment, and de ne classes which can be fully or bounded evaluated set-orientedly. This represents an extension of data ow oriented techniques to a database environment. Our techniques moved from the initial idea of transferring semi-join optimization techniques, which are well-de ned for distributed databases, into recursive, distributed databases.
While in a non-distributed setting e ciency can be maximized only for restricted forms of recursion, this is obviously the case also for distributed environment, where we want to avoid both tuple-at-at-time processing and transmitting entire relations. We have shown that linear rules can be optimized set-orientedly; within linear rules, stable rules have more potential for set-oriented processing than non-stable ones. Transitive closure type de nitions (one-sided recursions) permit essential reducers and thus a greatly reduced communication and computation overhead.
The notion of generalized reducer programs (using indices similar to those used in the various counting methods) produces e cient computation also for more complex types of queries. We will pursue this topic in greater detail in our next work, although we do not think that the evaluation of completely general queries is very relevant, and it might as well be not e cient enough to be implemented in practice. We also plan to provide solid quantitative analysis of costs through the development of a simulator of the various methods compared in Section 5.3.2. Another interesting extension is the comparison of parallel implementations of Prolog and methods used to parallelize or distribute query processing in a database environment.
A. Database (EDB) The query sent to the database is:
?? is(C1; C2; P1); C1 = a; P1 = b:
D. Adorned P-SIP Rule Set A possible information passing strategy is de ned using the following adorned P-SIP rules. Note, that we write bound variables in body literals as nameless variables, if they occur in the tail set of a P-SIP rule (according to a strategy of complete and non-redundant P-SIP rules). Literals corresponding to recursive predicates are partitioned into bound and free part. Some rules are redundant (label R) and can bes(C1; C2; P1) (P2; ); b(P1; P2): The reducer program for b is both fully set-oriented and essential. It can be computed on the b node alone, only using the query constraints. The reduced relation b f b is minimal with respect to the query constraints, but does not take into account, which s-tuples are present. Therefore not all b bf -tuples will be part of a solution to the query. If we had used join-complete P-SIP rules, b f b would depend also on the s-tuples. Although the b f b -relation is further reduced by such a rule, it would no more be possible to evaluate it fully set-oriented.
While the reducer program for s is not fully set-oriented, it is however bound setoriented, as it is possible to transfer all tuples of b f b to the s node and then compute the s bf b -relation (i.e. s bf b and b f b are not equivalent.)
The reducer is not essential, as we have dropped the third argument of s bf b (P1) in its third and fourth reducer rule. Using join-complete P-SIP rules, the argument would not be dropped. If we would therefore use join-complete rules for both s and b, the reduced relation s bf b would be essential. However, much less set-oriented computation and communication would be possible.
Although this example is still a rather simple one, it shows the interaction between two di erent recursive predicates and the tradeo s of di erent P-SIP formalisms. It is our opinion, that such an example re ects the properties of most practical applications, using di erent, but rather simple recursive de nitions.
